Effect of blocking medial area of nucleus retrofacialis on respiratory rhythm.
Experiments were performed on anaesthetized, vagotomized rabbits. Respiratory movement and phrenic rhythmical discharge were reversibly abolished by the symmetrical injection of 1% procaine into the medial area of the nucleus retrofacialis (mNRF). Blocking other areas of the medulla had no obvious effect on respiratory rhythm, with the exception of the rostral portion of the ventral respiratory group (VRG), which overlaps with the mNRF. When the mNRF was blocked, most inspiratory and expiratory neurons recorded in the VRG and DRG (dorsal respiratory group) gradually started to fire continuously, and no longer exhibited respiratory rhythm. A minority of respiratory neurons was inactivated during apnea. Stimulation of the caudal portion of the DRG and VRG evoked only a short cluster of phrenic discharges instead of rhythmical firing, indicating that the respiratory neurons situated in these areas cannot generate rhythmic activity by themselves. This suggests that the mNRF plays an important role in the genesis and maintenance of basic respiratory rhythm.